
track listing

----- -------

0. fog of war

1. afternow

2. cimbolic

3. snowRA

4. 3n

5. madridmix

6. ambient theremin

7. 4teen

8. enlightenment

9. swap it loop 0

10. paint buckets demo 0

11. swap it loop 1

12. spades noir theme

13. swap it loop 2

14. spades fantasy theme

15. swap it loop 3

16. paint buckets demo 1

17. teamwork

18. ’happy birthday’ variations

cd contains both text and audio files

all selections licensed under creative commons attribution-shareAlike 2.5
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parabola

what’s in a name?

i named the collection parabola because it seemed to me that all the different
music i have been doing can be seen as manifestations of the same thing- if looked
at through the correct lens [parabola]. ’parabola’ also has certain mathematical
connotations that are relevant to the music.

“The most well-known instance is the parabolic reflector, which is a mirror or
similar reflective device that concentrates light or other forms of electromagnetic
radiation to a common focal point. The principle of the parabolic reflector was
discovered by the geometer Archimedes in the 3rd century B.C., who constructed
parabolic mirrors to defend Syracuse against the Roman fleet, by concentrating
the sun’s rays to set fire to the decks of the Roman ships. The principle was
applied to telescopes in the 17th century. Today, paraboloid reflectors can be
commonly observed throughout much of the world in microwave and satellite
dish antennas.”

[from wikipedia]

on audio files

when i could find them, i used the original wav files. sometimes i couldn’t find
them:

• ( madridmix, afternow, paint buckets demo 1 ) came from mp3 files

• ambient theremin came from an ogg file

• ( cimbolic, paint buckets demo 0, both spades themes, ’happy birthday’
variations ) originated as midi files, they were realized [to wav files] using
a creative sound blaster live! sound card
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fog of war

fow.txt
18 sept 2005 → js

baghdad
terrorism noble cause

body armor flak jacket collateral damage

noble cause law and order let me get back to you on that
paramilitary mercenaries i don’t recall

let me get back to you on that noble cause
flak jacket insurgents paramilitary mercenaries car bomb
law and order freedom heavily armed christian christian

terrorism let me get back to you on that paramilitary mercenaries

insurgents car bomb or democracy commander in chief
terrorism christian let me get back to you on that

collateral damage i’m sorry freedom

machine voice reads machine generated text
phrases of my choosing are input
groupings into verses are output
machine randomness is employed in processing

in addition to it’s political content
the music comes
from my struggle with the theremin
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afternow

afternow.txt
25 january 2004

afternow [trio]

like ‘jack johnson’ [miles]
but with less movement-
i kept leaving out more and more each take

guitar, keyboard, theremin

--=+ O +=--
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snowRA

snowRA.txt
14 nov 2004, john saylor

sun ra
like
on a casio

outside
snow
cold whiteness window

space time
bits
digital shifting
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MadRidMix

madridmx.txt
1 april 2004 john saylor

on mixing

one of the mixtures is different source material– left recognizable, but recom-
bined. artists need each other to grow. including other people’s music in some-
thing i’m calling my own is done as a conscious acknowledgement of these artists
that have taught me something about art, music, being alive.

all the music in here is a tribute: alicia de larrocha is amazing. zepplin rocks.
cordoba shows albeniz in ’moorish’ mode. blues as music of tragedy.

-= + =-

brutality takes many forms:

• physical- like bombing a train

• economic- like sanctions that keep medicine away from the sick

when will the people in the world understand that we are really all part of the
same thing?

music sources

issac albeniz
‘cantos de espa na’
5. cordoba
alicia de larrocha: piano

led zeppelin
‘physical graffiti’
3. in my time of dying
blind willie johnson: writer

hanna barbera sound FX
disc 1, track 38
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ambient theremin

ambThr.txt
13 nov 2005 john saylor

notes

‘ambient’ is descriptive of the music
but in a different flavor than ‘ambient music’ by eno

focused ambience ...
attentive and atmospheric ...

the ambience is a meditative one

the gliss in the middle section
may be excruciating for some listeners
but to them i say-

‘leave your temperaments behind!’

this is another in a series:
js and etherwave

shoulders i have been standing on:

• osamu tesuka [buddha series]

• AFSC eyes wide open
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4teen

4teen.txt
john saylor, 17 december 2003
7econds .microsound project

i started out with a .wav file of g.w.bush and plans to assault it with DSP. by
chance [?], i heard some 8bit-ish game music that grabbed me in only about 3
seconds.
this way then, was where i knew i needed to go.

i used only a sine wave and white noise as sonic materials. i used csound
to realize the audio, and perl to generate the score file. also, imagination,
mathematics, and happenstance contributed to the result.

the formal structure is ABA’ [the A’ varies some ideas from A]. i wrote it to be
loop-able [if desired].

while the music is about as many things as it can be in seven seconds, the
experience of consuming media is certainly among them.

[appendages]

mediasoundBitesteenAgeRsminDs

s

even seconds

hour four

teen

[ 7 * 2 = 14 ]
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enlightenment

21 march 2004
john saylor

—
three ways of looking at enlightenment

i.

the sound of a single guitar
(changes)
once upon a time

enlightenment is one guitar

ii.

sun ra and h. dotson
wrote the tune

sun ra

and
his arkestra
his solar arkestra
his outer space arkestra
his myth science arkestra
his astro solar infinity arkestra
his intergalactic research arkestra
his blue universe arkestra

and
the intergalactic myth science solar arkestra
the omniverse jet set orchestra

play the music
of enlightenment

iii.

enlightenment

calm and chaotic
wine and water
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yin and yang

it doesn’t matter

—
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